Letters to the Editor

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:
I read the article reporting the randomized crossover trial by Lee et al. (2021) in the January/February 2021 issue of the
American Journal of Occupational Therapy with great interest. I appreciate the authors’ efforts to assess the effects of
robot-assisted rehabilitation on the hand function of people with stroke. However, I would like to point out two concerns
regarding the trial.

conventional therapy group was not signiﬁcant. Such comparisons against a baseline within randomized groups can
be misleading (Bland & Altman, 2011). This point seems to contradict the purpose of the randomized crossover trial.
Second, the authors reported that the robot-assisted therapy–ﬁrst group was compared with the conventional
therapy–ﬁrst group in the Results section, but this is inconsistent with the description in Table 2.
Yoshitaka Wada, MD
Department of Rehabilitation Medicine
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Response
To the Editor:
We appreciate Dr. Wada’s knowledgeable comments on our study and the opportunity to respond.
One concern was that comparisons against a baseline within randomized groups can be misleading (Bland et al.,
2011) and contradict the purpose of the randomized crossover trial by Lee et al. (2021). As our article suggests,
high power within the group, large differences from baseline, or large sample sizes could explain signiﬁcance. The
power was small due to the small sample size of our study, so we calculated the change differences from baseline on
the Fugl-Meyer Assessment–Upper Extremity (Proximal, Distal, and Total scores) for robot-assisted therapy (RT)
versus conventional therapy (CT). Although the differences between groups were not signiﬁcant, we still found the
positive change in the RT group superior to the change in the CT group. Larger sample size and larger change value
differences after longer treatment doses for severe patients may explain higher power. The purpose of our study was
to investigate the effect of RT on the sensorimotor and hand function and ADL ability of patients with subacute to
chronic stroke. In summary, our results, according to change differences, support the hypothesis that RT leads to
improvements in sensorimotor, hand function, and ADL independency in patients with subacute to chronic stroke after
12 intervention sessions. We believe the approach can lead to beneﬁcial effects on arm motor function and ability to
perform ADLs.
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First, the authors indicated that the robot-assisted therapy produced signiﬁcant improvements in upper extremity
motor control and activities of daily living ability, although the difference between the robot-assisted therapy group and

Letters to the Editor
The second concern was that the Results section was inconsistent with the description in Table 2. The Results
section had some mistakes during English editing, and these mistakes should have been caught during our review of
the manuscript and page proofs. The original mean was for people who participated in the RT treatment condition
compared with the CT treatment condition, not the RT-ﬁrst group compared with the CT-ﬁrst group. In the Upper
Extremity Sensorimotor Effectiveness and Activities of Daily Living Effectiveness subsections of the Results and in the
Discussion, references to the RT-ﬁrst group or the CT-ﬁrst group should be revised to RT or CT.
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